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№ o main reasons are responsible

for the recent wide interest for

beam plasma processes. On the one

band they are wide practical appli-

cations of the systems with the be-

am-plasma discharge (3PD) in a num-

ber of branches of technics, on the

other - the possibility to interpre-

te some natural phenomena by non-

linear mechanisms of plasma-beam in-

teraction.

Strongly non-equilibrium statio-

nary plasma BPD posesses some unique

features, being tha reason of its

wide application as non-equilibrium

plasmochemical reactors [l,2]. Such

system must posess unique features

being the radiation source as well,

iixamunation of radiation features of

BPD are interesting from plasmache-

mical application point of view sin-

ce radiation may influence the kine-

tics of chemical reactions. Besides,

measuring of bremsstrahlung parame-

ters is a convenient and often the

only possible way to define a dis-

tribution function of the beam plas-

ma electrons. In particular it hap-

pens when it is necessary to deter-

mine plasma parameters in the area

of electron beam localization where

contact measuring techniques cannot

be used»

Researches carried out [3] under

tho conditions equal to non-equilib-

rium stationary plasma-chemical re-

actors based on BPD In a longitudi-

nal magnetic field of mirror trap

configuration showed the anomalous
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radiation with the quantum energy

exceeding the electron temperature

of plasma by order of magnitude which

corresponds to the presence of the

accelerated group of electrons in

BPD plasma. Fig. I shows a charac-

teristic spectrum of anomalous radi-

ation obtained with the help of

sceatillation x-ray spectrometer.

In J

Fig.I. Anomalous radiation spectrum

of argon plasma. Beam cur-

rent I A, electron energy

2 keV, pressure 2,5«I0~
2
 Pa

The discharge takes place in argon.

Аз the figure shows the spectrum ie

of quaziequillibrium type in the

energy region of 5-15 keV. In this

case one can introduce the concept

of temperature of the accelerated

group of electrons determined accor-

ding to the well-known equationt
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where г
0
 - Bohr radiaa, С - light

velocity in vacuum, n
e
, n

Q
 - den-

sity of accelerated group alectrons

and plasma electrons respectively,

T - temperature of the accelerated

group electrons, £ - energy of x-

quantum, К - Ucdonald function of

zero order.

The magnetude T determined from

the plot in fugure I, in our cuse is

approximately 1,5 keV. That is quite

close to the beam electron energy.

Pig. 2 shows the results oif mea-

surements carried out by using a

spsctrograph based on selective ref-

lectivity on a mica crystall. The

presence of high-exciteded. argon li-

nes a particularly Rj. and recombina-

tion peak Ar ' is a unique proper-

ties of stationary 3PD plasma as a

radiation source.
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Fig.2. Radiation spectrum of argon

plasma obtained by using a

spectrograph based on selec-

tive reflectivity on a mica

crystall. Beam current I A,

electron energy 3 keV,

pressere 6,5-I0~
2
 Pa

The experiments, curried out in

a plasma-beam system without magne-

tic field [4] demonstrated the pre-

sence of anomalous radiation in this

case inspito of the absence of the

effect of accelerated electrons

accumulation.

Fig. J> showes the spectra of

bremsstrahlung obtained at air pres-

sure variation in trasportation sys-

tem of the electron beam with the

diameter I cm. The drift length is

0,7 m. It is seen that starting with

some critical pressure the anomalous

radiation is added to the classical

bremaatrahlung spectrum. Maximal

excess of the quantum energy over

electron beam energy being close to

1.5.

in J

Fig.jS. Bremsstrahlung spectra ob-

tained of air pressure

variation. Beam current

0,4 A, electron energy 5 keV
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The сазе of the plasma-beam in-

teraction without magnetic field is

of great importance as well.

The occurance of anomalous radi-

ation can be used to diagnostic the

condition of beam transportation in

such systems.
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